Cembrit Colourful design line

Add colour. Add life.
Add your vision.

The Cembrit Colourful design line is a range of
expressive facade boards that make any building
come to life. Each with a unique personality.
Use the boards as a subtle aesthetic nuance
or as a bold architectural statement. As elegance.
Or raw power. The choice is entirely yours.
Every board is crafted with durability and
long-lasting quality in mind, guaranteeing you a
facade that will connect inside and out, match your
ambitions and mirror nature’s colours. And remain
eye-catchingly beautiful for years to come.
Add colour. Add life.
Add your vision.
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C 190
C 160
C 770
C 760

CEMBRIT COVER

C 730

It is life
lived in
colour.

C 610
C 630
C 640
C 650
C 670
C 370
C 360
C 390
C 350

Cembrit Cover is all about appearance
and creating long-lasting first impressions.

C 450

This is the board you would bring along to a
red-carpet event: Flashy, but never too much.
Expressive, but with something important to say.

C 570

With endless colour variations, Cembrit Cover
allows you to explore and pursue any architectual
idea and becomes a constant source of vibrant
energy. It is thus perfect for buildings that house
learning, laughter and life.

C 540

C 550

C 530
C 210
C 200

Blend in or stand out?
With Cembrit Cover, you decide.

C 010
C 020
C 040
C 050
C 060
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S 757

S 747

S 030

CEMBRIT SOLID
S 282

It will never
let you down.

S 212

S 515

S 525

S 334

Cembrit Solid literally has you covered to the core.

S 353

With this board, a word is a word.
A colour is a colour. And solid means solid.

S 101

It is the colourful edge to your building design,
and provides a calm expression from every angle
thanks to its through-coloured qualities.

S 071

S 606

Small scratches and marks will remain practically
invisible as the years pass – maintaining its
strong, but subtle expression and living up to
its name every single day.

S 616

S 656

Always beautiful. Always the same.

S 676

S 151

S 131

S 191
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T 242

T 252

T 262

CEMBRIT TRANSPARENT

It is rugged
elegance.

T 515

T 505

T 030

T 020

Cembrit Transparent is stable sophistication in
one board: An outside designed to impress.
An inside built to last.

T 626

This board speaks to the senses with its elegant
charm – and it doesn’t need to shout out to receive
envious looks or positive attention.

T 737

The transparent surface lets you peek through
the board, which reveals the true character of the
robust core: Fibre-cement and coating in unity.

T 101

T 111

A facade board that simply exudes style.

T 161

T 171

T 373

T 383
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Colour your life.
Colour your thinking.
For the love of colours, the facade boards from
Cembrit Colourful design line offer a range of
creative possibilities with different combinations to
choose from – be it Cembrit Cover, Cembrit Solid
and Cembrit Transparent.
Playful facade boards decorated with colourful
patterns provoke a sense of curiosity and stimulate
imagination, helping to create an ever-changing
external environment filled with life around
such buildings.
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Cembrit Cover
Cembrit Cover is the ideal solution if you prefer the
strongest colours and bolder design statements.
The natural grey fibre-cement core is completely covered
by a layer of water-based acrylic paint, with 26 standard
Cembrit colours and more than 2000 NCS®© colours
to choose from.

Cembrit Solid
The special thing about Cembrit Solid boards is that
they’re the same colour all the way through. Each of the
core colours is matched with a full-coverage painted
surface in vibrant yet resilient colours.
This means if you choose Cembrit Solid boards to provide
a facade with a particular colour, every board will feature
that colour on every surface and edge, and with the same
colour on the edges of any cut-outs or drilled holes.

Cembrit Transparent
Cembrit Transparent facade boards combine the textured
nuances and natural characteristics of the base board with
a long lasting performance of the transparent top coat. The
colour added to the fibre cement reveals and highlights
the fibres and other raw materials that provide its strength and
character. The extremely durable transparent coating then
protects the board and ensures a smooth surface with a
long service life.
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Properties
Cembrit Cover
Length
Width
Thickness
Weight pcs
Through coloured

2500/3050mm
1192/1250mm
8mm
14.2 kg/m2
No

Properties
Cembrit Solid
Length
Width
Thickness
Weight pcs
Through coloured

2500/3050mm
1192/1250mm
8mm
14.2 kg/m2
Yes

Properties
Cembrit Transparent
Length
Width
Thickness
Weight pcs
Through coloured

2500/3050mm
1192/1250mm
8mm
14.2 kg/m2
Yes
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Mixing colours
of your choice.
Every Cembrit Colourful
facade board adds a
vibrant look to your
building design.
Bring your architectural
statement to life with
the facade boards
from Cembrit.
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The natural
choice.
– with
exceptional
durability.
The Cembrit Colourful design line is a range of expressive and vibrant
facade boards made of virtually maintenance-free fibre cement.
Fibre cement is a natural product made of cement, water, minerals
and fibre – and it is changing the way we design and build facades
around the world thanks to its long-lasting, expressive qualities.
Every board is designed to be:
• Durable – resilient against moist, dirt and wear-and-tear
• Fire-safe – to protect people and assets
• Maintenance-free – hassle-free
• Surface-treated – resistant to mould and fungi

CEMENT
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FIBRES

MINERAL FILLER

CELLULOSE

WATER
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Colours
communicate.
Inspire
creativity.
Colours in architectural design are important to
function together to create a common visual space
that resonates with the varied emotions of the
human psyche.
The facade boards from Cembrit Colourful design
line enhance the learning environment. Smart
choices in colour and patterns may facilitate the
overall learning experience for kids and adults.
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Colourful
elegance.
Sophisticated
and flashy.
Cembrit Colourful design line encompasses
both the flashy eye-catching colour palette and
the elegant and more subtle colour choices. The
combination of flashy and sophisticated colours
or the deliberate toned down nuances - the
combinations are endless. The choice is yours.
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Diversity and variety were important keywords
when the Housing Association ‘Vesterport’
were developing the residential building
‘Fladstrandsparken’ in Frederikshavn, Denmark.
From the beginning, the idea was to create an
exciting residential area with experiences around
every corner.
With facade boards in different colours and formats
in combination with wood, four new residential areas
were created and the objective was met - the eye
would be enriched with new and varied impressions
all around the area.
Boligforeningen Vesterport
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The ventilated facade
The facade boards from Cembrit not only add personality and
quality. They are the perfect match for a ventilated facade.
A ventilated facade helps minimise temperature variations in
the wall throughout the year. Sunlight and heat are reflected
away from the building in the summertime, and insulation
behind the facade boards reduces heat loss at lower
temperatures. At the same time, the natural ventilation
passing through the structure minimises condensation.
The ventilated facade has a range of additional benefits:

• Protection of the underlying structure
against weather
• Drainage of rain water away from the structure
• Low weight facade enables energy-efficient design
• Thinner wall structure, as the facade will take up less space
• Flexibility in design with horizontal or vertical
joints and board-orientation
• Low maintenance
• Long lifespan

Don’t think it.
Visualise and sample it.
Try our new visualisation tool and see for yourself
how your next project will look. Discover the
wide-ranging design and application potential of all
our facade boards on cembrit.com – where you can
also order a sample of the different board types.
cembrit.com/visualiser

Installation
and systems
Installation on Wood

Installation on Alu/steel

BIM
You can also find our new BIM objects
at cembrit.com/BIM
WARRANTY
For more details about our Cembrit
warranty, please refer to your local
Cembrit website.
INSTALLATION MANUAL
Please download the latest version of
the Cembrit Facade installation manual
at cembrit.com
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www.cembrit.com
Please visit your local website for contact details
and further information.
Cembrit is one of the leading European manufacturers of multi-capability fibre cement building products. Our products and solutions add exciting
new design opportunities for moulding attractive, durable settings for people’s lives. But Cembrit is more than mere products. We also help make all
kinds of design and construction projects easier – as well as more profitable, inspiring and effective.
And for us, every construction project also involves building relationships with people, making your day better, and helping you make the day better
for others. Making it a day to remember.

